
PHILIP LARKIN HERE THEME

Philip Larkin () was one of the most highly regarded and respected poets of post-World War II Britain. He achieved
considerable.

This, again, symbolises the end of the journey. But finally we move towards the end of the poem, and the
outermost edges of the city, and so the sentences become shorter, as if falling away or breaking off. Now, in ,
he feels ready to say that he has found his "Here", although his feelings towards Belfast had changed in the
interim. For more poetry analyses, see Great poetry explained: an index to my blogs Philip Larkin was one of
the most highly regarded and respected poets of post-World War II Britain. Lists are used to a similar effect in
the poem. When the land ends the sea begins "suddenly beyond a beach of shapes and shingle". Originally
seen as a down-to-earth debunker of romantic pretentiousness the title of his second volume, The Less
Deceived, is significant , he is now often compared to the great Romantics. Yes, the first three stanzas and the
first two words of the fourth stanza have all been one long sentence comprising lots of clauses separated by
commas, colons, and semi-colons. Larkin presents us with another selection of images; this time of unneeded
consumer goods. This is enhanced by the use of iambic pentameter throughout the poem. That is the question
of identity that Larkin continued to address in other poems in "The Whitsun Weddings" and elsewhere. This
continuity of the sentence throughout the poem alludes to the continuity of the wind, making its way across
various scenes and locations. Item Type:. The effect of this alliteration is to suggest a landscape comprising
clusters of things which are related, but are different from the things which surround them. But then Larkin
continues his west to east journey and moves into the countryside to the east of Hull, which is the district of
Holderness characterised by flat open fields intersected by drainage channels. Larkin uses various devices
such as imagery, sentence structure, punctuation and alliteration to enhance the feeling of travel for the reader,
and thus make the destination more effective. For him, the better existence is "unfenced" and "out of reach",
both in physical and mental terms. However, although the movement of the opening stanza seems to be
carrying us unequivocally on a train-journey northwards, destined to come to a halt in a major town, the
poemâ€”and the journeyâ€”does not in fact cease there. Download 21kB Abstract The poems of Philip Larkin
seem at first uniquely selfcentred, concentrating emphatically on a picture of the character of the poet himself,
to a point where the life and times of this character, objectively described and defined by his actions, seem to
dominate the poems. By concentrating on how a place accords with one's personality, and becomes part of
one's identity, "Here" is an appropriate introduction. However, it is not the traditional, vehicular sort of
movement; trains and cars do not swerve. Here, there are no people; human influence is entirely absent from
the final stanza. Such subtle effects serve to avoid the possible monotony of the straightforward list, and to
give variety and movement to a poem from which, as already mentioned, the poet has deliberately effaced the
personal point of view. Hull's position in East Yorkshire makes it a place that few people visit unless they
have a particular reason to do so, as it is not on the route to anywhere else. Perhaps no poet has paid such
attentionâ€”such devotion, one might almost say, of this famously secular poetâ€”to the great elemental
phenomena of the sky and the sea. Apart from his academic interests he has published four thrillers, set in
England and Italy, and he has written and regularly updates the sightseeing pages for the Time Out Guide to
Venice. At the start of the poem, Larkin creates the image of an unnamed force with which the reader is
transported from place to place. In looking away from the self to the lives of others--the social expression--the
poet draws the kind of contrast which serves, very often, only to underline a sense of separation between the
self and others. Throughout the first three stanzas, we see constant asyndetons that make the sense of a
constant journey more apparent in the poem. These images are marred somewhat by the traffic and workmen,
and ultimately the town which emerges in the second stanza. In his description of the town, he manages to
achieve a highly effective blend of the generalised and the particular. In other words, whether isolated or not,
this is an ordinary city that is getting on with things and, in more ways than one, minding its own business.
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